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At WisdomTree, we believe strongly in relative value rebalancing. The act of rebalancing

constituents of an index back to their fundamental values is important, given our belief

that stocks often overshoot their underlying fundamentals. Consequently, investors run

the risk of paying too much for stocks that have become more expensive compared to their

fair value. A disciplined strategy of reweighting allocations back to attractively

valued stocks, through the annual rebalance process, is an important element in managing

market valuation risks. Below we start with a discussion of how the Earnings Stream grew

between the 2013 and 2014 Index screening dates dates—as the Earnings Stream is the key

factor that drives exposures in the WisdomTree Earnings Index family.   Gauging theGauging the

Earnings StreamEarnings Stream over Time (as of 11/30/14 Index Screening) over Time (as of 11/30/14 Index Screening)

 • 7% Total 7% Total EarningsEarnings

StreamStream Growth in 2014: Growth in 2014: The Earnings Stream in 2014 hit a record high of $1.14

trillion, which is 7% higher than the 2013 Earnings Stream and 24.4% higher than the

2007 stream. • 8 of the 10 Sectors Displayed Positive Earnings Growth:8 of the 10 Sectors Displayed Positive Earnings Growth:

Telecommunication Services, Industrials and Financials displayed the highest year-over-

year Earnings Stream growth at 24.7%, 20.4% and 13.7% respectively. The two sectors that

witnessed a contraction in their Earnings Stream were Consumer Staples and Consumer

Discretionary, which experienced a contraction of 3.7% and 2.3%, respectively. •

Financial Earnings Only 2% from Peak:Financial Earnings Only 2% from Peak: Before the financial crisis and as of the 2007

Index screening, the Financials sector’s Earnings Stream was $248 billion. At the nadir

of the crisis, the 2009 Index screen, the Financials sector’s earnings had collapsed by

about 70% to just $72 billion. As one sign the financial companies are moving beyond the

crisis operating environment, the earnings of the Financials sector at this rebalance

were $243 billion, up nearly 14% on the year and now within 2% of the all-time highs.

Note that these companies continue to repair their balance sheets by returning less cash

to shareholders, as their dividend distributions still need to grow 20% to reach their

record levels in 2007, as we discussed in the WisdomTree Dividend Index rebalance. •

Information Technology Leaders:Information Technology Leaders: The Technology sector saw its U.S. Earnings Stream

grow the fastest over the last seven years: approximately 92.9% cumulative growth from

2007 through 2014. The growth in earnings is an important element of the annual

rebalance. The other critical factor is stock price performance. Rebalancing back to the

Earnings Stream forces a discipline to sell stocks that have become more expensive—in

other words, selling stocks that have appreciated relative to their earnings (see rising

price-to-earnings ratios) . Below we look at the characteristics of the changes that
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occurred in the WisdomTree Earnings Indexes.   WisdomTree Earnings Family RebalanceWisdomTree Earnings Family Rebalance

Illustrated (as of 11/30/14 Index Screening)Illustrated (as of 11/30/14 Index Screening)

 For the Broad-BasedFor the Broad-Based

WisdomTree Earnings Index (WTEI):WisdomTree Earnings Index (WTEI): • The companies that saw their weight increased at

the rebalance had a median earnings growth of 21.4%, which was greater than the median

earnings growth of all companies at 7.4%. Companies that saw their weight lowered at the

rebalance had below-average earnings growth of just -10.4%.   • Moreover, price

performance was also a key driver of relative changes. The stocks that saw their weight

increased at the rebalance had below-average returns of 4%. The typical stock that saw

its weight increased had a median total return that was more than 8.9% lower than the

median of stocks that had their weights lowered. The typical stock that saw its weight

decreased had a median total return that was 5.2% higher than the median of all stocks.

Additionally, we see that the earnings methodology has consistently raised weights to

companies that have grown their earnings across the broad, large, mid- and small-cap

spaces and lowered weights to companies that have contracted their earnings. The second

prong to the rebalance is that it results in raising weights to constituents that have

underperformed and lowering weights to constituents that have outperformed.

For standardized performance and the most recent month-end performance click here NOTE,

this material is intended for electronic use only. Individuals who intend to print and

physically deliver to an investor must print the monthly performance report to accompany

this blog.

For more investing insights, check out our Economic & Market Outlook

View the online version of this article here.
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IMPORTANT INFORMATIONIMPORTANT INFORMATION

U.S. investors only: Click U.S. investors only: Click herehere to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which to obtain a WisdomTree ETF prospectus which

contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;contains investment objectives, risks, charges, expenses, and other information;

read and consider carefully before investing.read and consider carefully before investing.

There are risks involved with investing, including possible loss of principal. Foreign

investing involves currency, political and economic risk. Funds focusing on a single

country, sector and/or funds that emphasize investments in smaller companies may

experience greater price volatility. Investments in emerging markets, currency, fixed

income and alternative investments include additional risks. Please see prospectus for

discussion of risks.

 

Past performance is not indicative of future results. This material contains the

opinions of the author, which are subject to change, and should not to be considered or

interpreted as a recommendation to participate in any particular trading strategy, or

deemed to be an offer or sale of any investment product and it should not be relied on

as such. There is no guarantee that any strategies discussed will work under all market

conditions. This material represents an assessment of the market environment at a

specific time and is not intended to be a forecast of future events or a guarantee of

future results. This material should not be relied upon as research or investment advice

regarding any security in particular. The user of this information assumes the entire

risk of any use made of the information provided herein. Neither WisdomTree nor its

affiliates, nor Foreside Fund Services, LLC, or its affiliates provide tax or legal

advice. Investors seeking tax or legal advice should consult their tax or legal advisor.

Unless expressly stated otherwise the opinions, interpretations or findings expressed

herein do not necessarily represent the views of WisdomTree or any of its affiliates.

 

The MSCI information may only be used for your internal use, may not be reproduced or

re-disseminated in any form and may not be used as a basis for or component of any

financial instruments or products or indexes. None of the MSCI information is intended

to constitute investment advice or a recommendation to make (or refrain from making) any

kind of investment decision and may not be relied on as such. Historical data and

analysis should not be taken as an indication or guarantee of any future performance

analysis, forecast or prediction. The MSCI information is provided on an “as is” basis

and the user of this information assumes the entire risk of any use made of this

information. MSCI, each of its affiliates and each entity involved in compiling,

computing or creating any MSCI information (collectively, the “MSCI Parties”) expressly

disclaims all warranties. With respect to this information, in no event shall any MSCI

Party have any liability for any direct, indirect, special, incidental, punitive,

consequential (including loss profits) or any other damages (www.msci.com)

 

Jonathan Steinberg, Jeremy Schwartz, Rick Harper, Christopher Gannatti, Bradley Krom,

Tripp Zimmerman, Michael Barrer, Anita Rausch, Kevin Flanagan, Brendan Loftus, Joseph

Tenaglia, Jeff Weniger, Matt Wagner, Alejandro Saltiel, Ryan Krystopowicz, Jianing Wu,

and Brian Manby are registered representatives of Foreside Fund Services, LLC.

 WisdomTree Funds are distributed by Foreside Fund Services, LLC, in the U.S. only.

You cannot invest directly in an index.
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DEFINITIONSDEFINITIONS

Relative valueRelative value  : The relationship between a particular attribute, e.g., a dividend, and

the firm’s share price compared to that of another firm.

RebalanceRebalance  : An index is created by applying a certain set of selection and weighting

rules at a certain frequency. WisdomTree rebalances, or re-applies its rules based

selection and weighting process on an annual basis.

Fundamental valueFundamental value  : The value of a firm that is related to a company’s actual

operations and production as opposed to changes in share price.

Fair valueFair value  : Also known as “eNAV.” It is essentially an indicative value (IV) that is

made in real time by calculating the basket value on every underlying tick and by

adjustments that account for updated market new.

Valuation riskValuation risk  : The risk of buying or over-weighting a particular stock that has

appreciated significantly in price relative to its dividends, earnings or any other

fundamental metric.

Earnings Stream®Earnings Stream®  : Earnings per share x the number of shares outstanding. For an index,

these totals are added for all constituents.

Annual screening dateAnnual screening date  : The screening date refers to the date upon which

characteristics of eligible constituent firms are measured, whereas the rebalance refers

to when the results from the screening date are implemented by way of Index weights and

constituents.

WisdomTree Earnings IndexWisdomTree Earnings Index  : Fundamentally-weighted index that measures the performance

of earnings-generating companies within the broad U.S. stock market.

MedianMedian  : The median is the value within a dataset at which 50% of all observations occur

above and 50% occur below.

Large-Capitalization (Large-Cap)Large-Capitalization (Large-Cap)  : A term used by the investment community to refer

to companies with a market capitalization value of more than $10 billion. Large cap is

an abbreviation of the term “large market capitalization”. Market capitalization is

calculated by multiplying the number of a company’s shares outstanding by its stock

price per share.

Mid-CapMid-Cap  : Characterized by exposure to the next 20% of market capitalization (after the

top 70% have been removed) within the Value, Blend or Growth style zones with the

majority of the fund’s weight.

Small capsSmall caps  : new or relatively young companies that typically have a market

capitalization between $200 million to $2 billion.
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